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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection entailed 57 inspector-hours on site
in the areas of initial criticality and low power tests, power escalation tests,
and shutdown margin analysis.

Results: No violations or deviations were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Licensee Employees Contacted

*G. P. Beatty, Manager, Robinson Nuclear Project
*R. E. Morgan, General Manager
*F. L. Lowery, Unit 2, Manager of Operations
D. McCaskill, Nuclear Shift Foreman
D. K. Seagle, Nuclear Shift Foreman

*J. M. Curley, Manager, Technical Support
M. Page, Engineering Supervisor-Performance

*T. P. Cleary, Reactor Engineer
*D. C. Stadler, Director of Regulatory Compliance
*C. Wright, Senior Specialist-Regulatory Compliance
*J. C. Sturdavant, Specialist-Regulatory Compliance
W..Peavyhouse, Reactor Engineer (Harris Station)
R. R. Wojnarowski, Engineer, Nuclear Section (Corporate Offices)

Other licensee employees contacted included six operators, two test
engineers, and four office personnel

Other Organizations

I. Z. Stone, EXX0N Nuclear Fuels

NRC Resident Inspectors

H. E. P. Krug, Senior Resident Inspector
*H. C. Whitcomb, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on February 8,1985, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The commitments identified
below as inspector followup items were discussed, but not finalized. In a
followup telephone conversation on February 14, 1985, the licensee confirmed
the commitments with completion by 90 days prior to the next refueling,
except for item b. The licensee also confirmed that the information
provided the inspector in the form of completed procedures and test data,
did not include proprietary information.

a. Henceforth, inverse multiplication measurements will be made using
integral counts obtained by using a scaler with each source range

time will be selected to assure about
The minimum counting (Inspector followup itemchannel.

261/85-02-01 -1000 counts per observation.
paragraph 6.).
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.b. .The application of the chi-squared test to assure proper functioning of
the SRMs during fuel -handling, initial criticality of a' new core, and -
with the vessel water. level lowered will be reviewed. Region II will
.be informed of the conclusions by August 14, 1985. (Inspectorfollowup
item 261/85-02-02 paragraph 6.)

c. The acceptance criterion for agreement between stop-watch period
reactivity measurements and the reactimeter solutions, over the range
of reactimeter application, shall be reviewed and improved. (Inspector
followup item 261/85-02-03 - paragraph 6.)

d. The scaling of temperature and reactivity inputs to the X-Y recorder
for temperature coefficient measurements shall be selected to maximize
the span of use. (Inspectorfollowupitem 261/85-02-04 - paragraph 6.)~

e. Labelling of the-temperature coefficient chart record shall address all
pertinent parameters, the time and date of the test, and the initials
of the person making the entries. [ Inspector followup item
261/85-02-05 - paragraph 6.)

3. Licensee. Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

Not 'u pected..

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved iteus were not identified during this inspection.

5. Precritical Tests (72700)

The following precritical tests were reviewed after completion:

a. EST-049 -(Revision 0), Rod Drive Mechanism Timing Test, performed
November 15, 1984.

,

b. EST-048 Revision 1), Control Rod Drop Test. All control rods were
drop-time tested at -an average reactor coolant system temperature
between 540.5 and 543 degrees F. System pressure was maintained
between 2150 and 2200 psig, with all reactor coolant pumps running.
The recorded drop times to dashpot entry ranged from 1.21 to 1.40 -
seconds. The recorder traces for 21 of the rods were independently
analyzed by the inspector. .The values obtained were within 0.01 second
of that recorded by the licensee in all cases. The requirements'of
Technical Specifications 3.10.4 and 4.1 (table 4.1-3, item 1) were
satisfied.

6 .- Initial Criticality and Zero Power Physics Tests (72700, 61708, 61710)

-The post-refueling initial criticality and zero power physics test were
conducted in accordance with EST-050 (Revision 1), Refueling Startup
Procedures. The inspector witnessed the initial divergence and portions of
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the measurements of boron end-points, temperature coefficients, and control
- rod worths. Subsequently, the inspector reviewed the completed procedure

through 55% power, the highest level attained by the end of the inspection.

The inverse multiplication measurements performed during the approach to
initial criticality,:and used to predict the critical condition, were based

,

on observation of the count rate meters in the source range channels. This
was contrary to common practice in PWRs. Usually, a scaler is incorporated
-into each channel, and counts obtained over a fixed time interval. This
-avoids eyeball averaging of meter needle position and provides data of
greater statistical reliability. Further, it has become common practice in
PWRs to perform statistical tests to confirm proper operation of the source
range channels. These chi-squared tests assure that the system is
responding primarily and proportionally to changes in neutron flux. That
assurance is not obtained from performing the surveillance tests required
by Technical Specifications.

At the exit interview, the licensee made the following commitmants:

a. - Henceforth, inverse multiplication measurements will be made using
integral counts obtained by using a scaler with each source range
channel. The. minimum counting time'will be selected to assure about
1000 counts per observation. (Inspector followup item 261/85-02-01).

b. The application of the chi-squared test to assure proper functioning of
the SRMs during fuel handling, initial criticality of a new core, and
with the vessel water level lowered will be reviewed. Region II-will
be informed of the conclusions by August 14, 1985. (Inspectorfollowup
iten 261/85-02-02).

Initial criticality for cycle 10 was achieved in a well-controlled
fashion. The all-rods-out (AR0) critical boron concentration was 1115
ppmB, which was in good agreement with the predicted AR0 concentration
of 1134 ppmB.

Following criticality, proper overlap between source-range and inter-
mediate-range nuclear instruments was confirmed, and the power level at
which nuclear heating was first sensed was determined. Next the proper
functioning of the reactimeter was confirmed by comparing the solutions
of the reactimeter with. those' obtained by measuring the reactor period
with a stopwatch and solving the inhour equation. The licensee's
acceptance criterion for agreement was plus or minus 15 percent. Since
measurement of control bank worth is dependent on the accuracy of the
reactimeter calibration, and an uncertainty of only 10 percent in rod
worth is assumed in shutdown margin calculations, the acceptance
criterion appears to allow too great an uncertainity in reactivity
measurements. The practice at similar facilities, with slightly
different equipment, is to require plus or minus 4 percent agreement.
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In response to the inspector's concern, the licensee made the following
commitment:

c. The acceptance criterion for agreement between stop-watch period
reactivity measurements and the reactimeter solutions, over the range
of reactimeter application, shall be reviewed and improved. (Inspector
followup item 261/85-02-03).

The inspector witnessed the measurement of the isothermal temperature
coefficient (ITC) in the ARO configuration. Later, the test results

for that and the D-bank-in ITC measurement were reviewed. The test
method in both cases was to have a temperature signal drive one-axis of
an X-Y recorder and a reactivity signal drive the other axis. The
slope of the trace obtained by increasing or decreasing temperature is
the ITC. In practice, the trace is not straight, but contains wiggles
induced by noise mixed with the signals. It falls to the test engineer
to draw the best fit straight line through the trace. The traces
obtained by the licensee, were contained within two-inch squares on the
8x10 inch sheets of graph paper used. The choice of scaling factors
permitted no better definition of the slope, and hence, introduced an
unnecessary degree of uncertainty in the results. For the core under
test, it was clear that the technical specification limit on moderator
temperature coefficient was not violated. However, with more heavily
loaded cores planned for the future, there will be appreciably less
margin to the limit, and more precise measurement will be necessary.
The labeling of the graphical records of the ITC measurement did not
include the time, date or the initials of the test engineer. Although
that information could be gleaned from the procedure, the labelling did
not appear to fully conform to procedure PLP-004, Document Control
Program. In regard to future measurements of ITC, the licensee made
the following commitments:

d. The scaling of temperature and reactivity inputs to the X-Y recorder
for temperature coefficient measurements shall be selected to maximize
the span of use. (Inspector followup item 261/85-02-04).

e. Labelling of the temperature coefficient chart record shall address all
pertinent parameters, the time and date of the test, and the initials
of the person making the entrics. (Inspector followup item
261/85-02-05).

The inspector observed some of the measurements of the reactivity worth
of control bank D, and reviewed the results of the measurements of that
bank and control bank C. The reactivity computer traces were indepen-
dently analyzed by the inspector. In all cases, the reactivity incre-
ments obtained were withir. one percent of those recorded by the
licensee. The chart records were properly labeled. The measured rod
worths were within ten percent of the predicted values.

No violations or deviations were identified.

-'
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7. Power Escalation Tests (72700, 61702)

The startup procedures was complete and up-to-date through 55 percent power,
the highest power level attained by the end of the inspection. Further
review confirmed that the following procedures were equally complete and
up-to-date:

*EST-051 (Revision 0), Operational Alignment of Nuclear Instrumenta-
tion, Refueling Interval

*EST-052, Operational Alignment of Process Temperature Instrumentation

*EST-054, Power Distribution Maps, Refueling Interval. Review of the
results confirmeo that the power distribution limits of Technical
Specifications were satisfied.

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. ShutdownMargin(61707)

The licensee has both computer-based and manual methods of determining
shutdown margin. The following documents were reviewed for technical
content:

a. FMP-010 (Revision 1), Manual Determination of Xenon and Samarium
Worths.

b. FMP-012 (Revision 3), Manual Determination of Shutdown Margin Boron
Concentration.

c. FMP-015 (Revision 0), EXSPACK. This is an interactive computer program
to calculate shutdown margin, estimate critical position, and calculate
xenon and samarium transients.

d. Plant Curve Book. The inspection confirmed that all curves required
for the above procedures had been updated for cycle 10.

Discussions with plant personnel revealed that comparisons between
computer and manual calculations of shutdown margin were made from
time-to-time. The calculations performed during the current cycle were
still in the review process, and had not reached the records vault for
convenient inspection.

No violations or deviations were identified.


